ICDL Copyright License

Serving a growing global audience!

Basic License

Some provisions of the contract remain unchanged. The ICDL still requests the nonexclusive right to display digital versions of books through the ICDL interface at www.childrenslibrary.org.

Security

Rights holders may choose from among three different security levels:

- No extra security
- Limited security

These security measures are described in Exhibit B on pages 14-15 of the Copyright License. Rights holders indicate the security they desire for their book(s) on page 7 (Schedule 2).

Schedule 1

For convenience, rights holders may use the Schedule 1 in Word format to list the specific books covered by the license agreement. If you would like the ICDL to prepare a Schedule 1 for you based on books currently in the collection, we would be happy to do so.

Optional Supplemental Rights

In addition to the basic license, the ICDL outlines optional supplemental rights in Exhibit A (A-1 through A-4). Rights holders may grant or deny the ICDL permission to:

- Translate book text
- Transcribe book text
- Create human-voice audio recordings
- Approve users’ ability to download single copies of books.

The ICDL's intent is to make the books in the collection as accessible as possible to our users, while continuing to protect the interests of our rights holders.

Granting any of the supplemental rights does not infer that the ICDL has permission to seek financial gain from the resulting products. The Copyright License does not give the ICDL the right to approach a publisher with any translations or audio recordings. Those rights are retained by the rights holders. Similarly, the ICDL cannot sell or redistribute transcribed text or book downloads.

Translation

With a current collection that includes books in 41 languages, the ICDL serves a multicultural, multi-language audience. Unfortunately, in some of these languages only a handful of books are available. By translating book text, children throughout the world will be able to select from hundreds of new, wonderful stories that they would otherwise never have the opportunity to read. They will meet children from other nations who live differently than they do, but who are just like them in many respects. They will learn about other cultures and traditions and begin their journey into the wider global community.

You may read more about optional translation rights in Exhibit A-1 on page 9 of the Copyright License.

Transcription

Readability has always been a struggle with some of the books in the ICDL. Using only digital images, book text is sometimes fuzzy and difficult to read. Transcription will make it possible for users to see clear text and to use browser accessibility features to enlarge the text as needed.

You may read more about optional transcription rights in Exhibit A-2 on page 10 of the Copyright License.

Audio

The ICDL frequently receives requests for audio versions of our books. Human-voice audio recordings will increase readership to those who cannot easily see the book images or who can benefit from hearing the story read aloud while viewing the written text. Children who are early readers, have visual or reading disabilities, or who are learners of other languages will enjoy enriched reading experiences through the addition of audio.

You may read more about optional audio rights in Exhibit A-3 on pages 11-12 of the Copyright License.

Download

The ICDL depends upon Internet connectivity to share its collection of books to children, librarians, teachers, parents and literature scholars across the globe. Sadly, in many parts of the world Internet access is either unreliable or prohibitively expensive. Remaining online to read a story in its entirety is impossible for many ICDL users. When readers can download a single copy of a book to their personal computers, they can access the book and read it whenever they like. Security measures will prevent users from duplicating downloaded books or from downloading multiple copies of a book.

You may read more about optional download rights in Exhibit A-4 on page 13 of the Copyright License.